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Chapter 8

Lexicon

This chapter explores some aspects of the DIP lexicon, not only in terms of its formative
processes but also certain salient semantic and etymological characteristics. A discussion of
the lexicon is, by necessity, only partial, and the problem is especially acute when dealing
with languages spoken by multlingual communities in multilingual environments (see the
introduction to chapter 5). Section 8.1 discusses the challenges of multilingualism for the
delimitation of the lexicon of DIP as an object of study, and advances some practical
solutions. Section 8.2 shows the extent to which various compositional processes (have)
operate(d) in building the language's lexicon. The following sections are dedicated to
a structured account of particular semantic �elds (section 8.6) and etymological sources
(section 8.7).

Unlike the previous descriptive chapters, I will not enforce a strict segmentation of
synchronic and diachronic discussion here, as etymological information is best interpreted
when presented alongside the present-day lexeme(s). In this chapter, etyma - whenever
identi�able - are given in square brackets, preceded by an abbreviated indication of the
language of origin. Portuguese and Gujarati being the major players in the formation of
DIP, and the languages which have for the longest period played a role in the linguistic
environment of the island, it is not surprising that these two languages are well-represented
as sources of lexical material for DIP, as is English. The Konkani element (section 8.7.2)
is possibly more surprising, but very revealing. One should resist over-interpreting the
relative proportions of their contributions, however, for the reasons enunciated in 8.1.

8.1 Imposing boundaries on the lexicon

Deciding on whether a particular recorded word should be regarded as a component of the
DIP lexicon is not only di�cult but also highly dependent on one's concept of lexicon. In
the case of DIP, given the high level of multilingualism of its speakers, an approach which
recognises the fact that speakers avail of a complex and �uid set of lexemes is powerful
in accounting for the high levels of lexical variation. On the other hand, it reveals the
di�culty of imposing boundaries on the language's lexicon by any objective means.
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8.1.1 The lexicon as a pool of lexemes

If a particular speech community is highly multilingual, with high levels of pro�ciency
in more than one language, it is fair to say that any speaker avails of a `pool' of lexical
possibilities1 containing competing forms with (partially) overlapping semantics. A crucial
factor in this scenario is that the option for any of the competing forms does not compromise
the e�ectiveness of the communicative act. The speakers may be able to assign each of
the competing lexemes to a particular `lect' (language, sociolect, dialect, idiolect, or any
such abstraction), which is an important structuring factor when it comes to select one
of the forms for a particular utterance. The expected knowledge of the interlocutor(s)
is one of several constraining factors, but if all participants are expected to share more
than one of the competing forms it will only be of secondary importance. The challenge
this poses to the descriptive e�ort is that, while in a sense every lexeme known to the
multilingual speaker could be said to constitute that speaker's lexicon, one is expected to
classify this lexical universe into `language' categories. This is reminiscent of the di�culty
of establishing cut-o� points in the cline between a(n occasional) borrowing and a fully
nativised lexeme, either at the abstract level of communal language or the individual.2

For this speci�c description, the challenge is to decide which lexemes used by DIP
speakers - be them ultimately of Gujarati, Portuguese, English or any other origin - should
be included in a hypothetical `lexicon of Diu Indo-Portuguese'. It is very clear, in this case,
that speakers are aware of various competing forms for particular referents, and that the
selection of one or the other is in�uenced by such factors as the expected knowledge of the
interlocutor3, etymological considerations, normative pressure and purism, statistics of ex-
posure to the various forms, the target language, personal preferences, family preferences,
social preferences, or even chance.

8.1.2 Practical criteria

A multilingual lexicon is highly �uid, and so are the selections e�ected by a given speaker.
The following criteria were designed to limit somewhat the lexicon one might consider cen-
tral to DIP, but I do not claim these to be universally applicable or free from arbitrariness.

1The term `pool' is intentional here, as it links to an ecological conception of language creation and
change (see e.g. Mufwene 2001) according to which speakers in language formation/acquisition are faced
with a diverse pool of overlapping or even contradictory options (`features', be them syntactic, phonological,
lexical or otherwise) from which they must select the ones to attribute dominance to. This concept
is equally enlightening when applied synchronically, as it captures the diversity of linguistic input and
knowledge available to any speaker - even those considered `monolingual' - at any given time.

2The gradience of these facts also poses a practical problem to the de�nition of bilingualism given that,
as Lehiste (1988:1) puts it, `the theoretical limits to bilingualism might be drawn to encompass the range
between the person who uses one nonintegrated loanword and the so-called perfect bilingual who can pass
for a monolingual in more than one language'.

3This factor is one of components of what has been termed the observer's paradox in the literature on
linguistic inquiry and documentation (see Labov 1966, 1972, Milroy 1987), i.e. the fact that any researcher
inescapably in�uences the output of their collaborators, and therefore cannot expect to collect completely
unconstrained speech. The speech data imagined to be the most reliable is that between interlocutors with
maximal shared linguistic knowledge, which is precisely that which imposes less clear constraints on the
selection of competing lexemes.
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The words in the group thus constrained are the ones I base most of the present chapter
on. It is also interesting to notice which semantic �elds, if any, might be more prone to
the use of lexemes from a particular source, which means I have also taken count of the
occurrence of words whch, for the various reasons enunciated below, have not made it to
the immediate lexicon of DIP.

All words which occur repeatedly in the corpus without any perceivable competitors
were included in the lexicon. So were similar lexemes occurring only once, which were
particularly common as the product of lexical elicitation, unless the collaborators specif-
ically tagged them as `foreign'.4 For instance, when eliciting the word for `tweezers', my
collaborators indicated chipia/chipio (Guj. chipyo `tweezers') with no alternative form.
Considering that the word does not occur anywhere else in the corpus, it has been ex-
cluded from the DIP lexicon. In elicitation, there was a particularly clear bias towards
words perceived as being of Portuguese origin in detriment of all others. Rather than in-
terpreting this as a disparaging proof of speech constrain, it is important to recognise the
cause of this preference - explained in detail in 2.2.1 - and treat it as an essential feature
of the language.

Whenever two or more words are perceived as competitors because they have very
close semantics, the following criteria were used. After compiling the occurrences of all
competing lexemes within sentences with DIP as the matrix language, if the occurrence
of one or more of these is strikingly low when compared to their competitors, they are
considered non-dominant and therefore excluded from the lexicon. This was the case with
the competing adjectives mEdroz and beãka, of Portuguese and Gujarati origin respectively,
both of which describe someone as `prone to fear' (see also section 2.2.3). In the corpus,
mEdroz occurs 12 times while beãka occurs only twice, so the �rst form has been included
in the lexicon but not the second one. A similar situation obtains when we compare the
occurrence of igrej and church, of Portuguese and English origin, meaning `church', with
the �rst form emerging as highly dominant.

Pairs in which none of the variants can be said to be clearly dominant include, for
instance, pray [from Ptg. praia `beach'] and bãd@r [from Guj. bunder `port'], both of which
are used toponymically to refer to a particular coastal stretch inside Diu Town (cf. 8.6.4).

Phonological considerations may also be taken into account, but with caution. The
lexical elements of Portuguese origin, for their numerical dominance and centrality are
shaped according to basic phonological rules which may or may not be imposed onto lexical
elements from other sources. Whenever this occurs (e.g. neutralising original retro�ex
phonemes, shifting stress onto the �nal syllable), one might be more inclined to consider
such lexemes as a more or less permanent borrowing, accepting the premise that frequency
of occurrence favours phonological adaptation (Haugen 1950, McMahon 1994). However,
the absence of phonological adaptation does not necessarily signal distance from a `core'
lexicon of DIP; particularly so when not only the individual but also the community have
very similar levels of �uency in both languages involved in the process (see Thomason and

4Admitting single occurrences into the lexicon, either those which surface only in elicitation or in free-
�owing speech, is necessary in the interest of comprehensiveness, but the method begs the recognition of a
caveat. If further data is at some point collected and analysed, or if the corpus were in any way di�erent,
competing forms might be uncovered which could even be proven dominant, and therefore the output could
be di�erent.
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Kaufman 1988:33). On the other hand, it is not uncommon for a frequent non-Portuguese-
derived lexeme to be variably made to �t the central phonological constraints of DIP - see
the outset of chapter 5 for concrete examples and a fuller discussion of these issues.

The task of assigning particular lexemes to the core vocabulary of DIP may still pro�t
from other kinds of considerations. Take the example of the relatively infrequent pair
chakn�u (presumably derived from the Gujarati verbal root ch@k- `to taste') and biting
(from English). Both of these words were recorded in Diu to refer to a `communal snack,
light meal' and they occur a similar number of times. However, the speakers were clear in
assigning the option chakn�u to Daman (IP) and biting to Diu.

The criteria mentioned here, and often a combination of various criteria, have guided
the de�nition of what to consider the core lexicon of DIP, which, from the perspective of
various possibilities competing for selection by the speaker, amounts to the words which
are most likely to be associated with this language and its sociocultural space.

8.1.3 Macrofunctionality

In this description, I prefer the term macrofunctionality5 over polyfunctionality (or multi-
functionality) because the former does not presuppose any semantic and functional `prim-
itives', which run the risk of being modelled on third-party languages. The approach
associated to the notion of macrofunctionality, most evidently de�ned in Gil (2004), does
not measure the observed di�erences in scope of (near-)translation equivalents according
to a pre-established (often Eurocentric) standard but instead posits less well-de�ned func-
tions which need not be broken up into more speci�c subfunctions by all languages and/or
in the same way:

Unlike polyfunctionality, which presupposes a plurality of functions, macrofunctionality as-
sumes a single function, which may or may not be viably decomposable into a set of con-
stituent subfunctions (Gil 2004:372)

The DIP word ku is therefore a classical macrofunctional element in that it functions
not only as a comitative and instrumental preposition (see section 7.4.7) but also an NP-
coordinator (see section 7.9.1). It is interesting to notice that the grammatical functions
this element con�ates in DIP are also expressed by a single element in many languages of
the world (Stassen 2000, 2005b, Haspelmath 2004).

On a less strictly grammatical sphere, the semantic value of the DIP verb kere (de-
scribed in 7.1.2.4), simultaneously desiderative (i.e. `to want'), obligatory (i.e. `must') and

5By de�nition, homonymy is not interpreted as macrofunctionality or macroreferentiality. In DIP, word
pairs are interpreted as homonyms if a) the words belong to clearly distinct paradigms (e.g. the noun kaz
`house' and the verbal form kaz, the Non-Past form of the verb kaza `to marry'.), b) if one of the elements
in the apparent homonymous pair is a reduction of a di�erent form (e.g. the Irrealis marker ad, which in its
frequent reduced form a might be mistaken for the Dative preposition a), or c) if the two elements derive
from di�erent etyma and are still interpreted by the speakers as such (e.g. the adjective kar `expensive'
and the noun kar `meat', from Ptg. carne `met', which in DIP only sometimes retains the nasal segment
ans is realised karn).
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predictive (i.e. `shall'), need not be seen as composite just because it corresponds to various
elements in a di�erent language. In other words, we can think of macrofunctional elements
`in terms of `semantic vagueness' instead of `semantic ambiguity� (Khanina 2008:843).
Even though a particular element may be highly macrofunctional, this does not mean �ner
semantic distinctions are absent from the language. In this particular case, while kere
marks obligation among other modal categories, DIP has a competing compound auxiliary
ti ki which exclusively marks obligatory mood (see 7.1.2.1).

The DIP verb �ka (Past form �ko, Non-Past form �k) is an interesting case of multi-
functionality, given its wide semantic and functional scope. Part of the semantics of this
verb, I would argue, could be subsumed under the notion of (lasting) accomplishment.
It occurs commonly with an adjectival complement, usually indicating a change of state,
close in meaning to `to become':

(326) p@
DAT

el
3s

�k-o
�ka-PST

b�e
very

du�et
ill

n@.
REQ

`He fell seriously ill, you know.'

In other cases, one detects a more stative semantic value. In (327), the meaning of the
verb is closer to `to remain':

(327) el
3s

nuk
never

n@
NEGcl

�k
�ka.NPST

kalad
silent

mem.
EMPH

`He is never quiet.'

These various readings carry over to instances of �ka with a nominal or participial
complement:

(328) a. el
3s

�k-o
�ka-PST

�itrujad
deceived

i
and

el
3s

foy
go.PST

kaz.
house

`He felt [became] deceived and he went home.'

b. use
2

t@
IPFV.NPST

�k-a
�ka-INF

med
fear

d@
of

lag@rtix?
gecko

`Are you scared of geckos?'

Used intransitively, �ka has eventive semantics, close in meaning to `to happen':

(329) uki
what

�k-o?
�ka-PST

fog
�re

�k-o.
�ka-PST

`What happened? There was a �re.' [lit. A �re happened.]
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With an argument which happens to be a quanti�ed expression of time, this verb refers
to a past stretch of time in relation to the moment of the utterance or any other standard,
a function roughly equivalent to the English adverbs `ago' and `earlier':

(330) may
more

d@
of

kwOr�et
forty

an
year

j@
already

�k-o.
�ka-PST

`More than forty years ago.'

Governing a localising PP, �ka variably means `to dwell' (331a) and `to stay' (331b):

(331) a. ik@l
DEMd

muyEr
woman

�k
�ka.NPST

de
of

m�i
1s.POSS

lad.
side

`That woman lives next to me.'

b. ali
there

nã
NEGcl

vay,
go.NPST

aki
here

mem
EMPH

�k.
�ka.NPST

`Don't go there, stay right here.'

Finally, I would argue that referentiality may be approached within the framework of
macrofunctionality. Languages do vary as to the number and nature of distinctions they
admit to refer to what could be seen as referential continua, such as colours or body parts.
One case in point concerns the DIP word pE, which refers to both `foot' and `leg' while
Portuguese distinguishes pé `foot' from perna `leg'. This instance of apparent semantic
extension, which ammounts to the annulment of a semantic distinction, is in fact calqued
on Gujarati, in which p@g refers to both `foot' and `leg'. Similarly, the DIP word mãw refers
to `hand' and `arm', where Gujarati uses hath for both `hand' and `arm' and Portuguese
distinguishes mão `hand' from braço `arm'.

8.2 Derivation

Derivation is not widespread in DIP, but certain patterns can nonetheless be recognised.
This section describes some productive derivational processes in this language, as well as
the issues raised by what must be seen as remnants of (no longer productive) derivational
instruments - for instance the reinterpretation of the Ptg. diminutive su�x as an indicator
of gender (section 8.2.1).

8.2.1 The status of the su�x -iN

The su�x -iN, recognisable in a few DIP words, is clearly derived from Ptg. -inho/-inha,
which in Portuguese are still productive diminutive su�xes attaching to both nominal and
adjectival stems. In contrast, some DIP words displaying this sequence can be said to
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have lexicalised - and reanalysed - the su�x. Consider for instance the case of the pairs
avo `grandfather' vs. avziN `grandmother', and nEt `grandson' vs. nitiN `granddaughter',
in which the su�x does not mark the diminutive but rather feminine gender (see section
8.7.4).

In other cases, words ending in -iN still establish contrasting pairs in DIP in which
these forms are perceived as smaller than the unmarked one. Such pairs include:

- vak `cow' vakiN `calf'
- rat `rat' ratiN `mouse'
- pas `bird' pasriN `small bird'
- kals `trousers' kalsiN `underpants'
- bol `cake' buliN `biscuit, croquette'
- pok `little' pokxiN `(very) little'

Despite these pairs of words, the su�x is certainly no longer (widely) productive in
DIP. Another indicator of the (nearly) complete lexicalisation of the su�x is the word
ladiN `chant' [from Ptg. ladaínha `chant']. In its present form, and if the su�x were still
interpreted as such, ladiN might be interpreted as the diminutive of lad `side' [from Ptg.
lado `side']. Yet, these two words occur in very di�erent contexts and do not seem to be
interchangeable.

In the case of the word ag@riN/alguriN `earring(s)' (from Ptg. argolinha `(ear)ring', com-
posed of argola `ring' + the diminutive su�x), the su�x was formally retained in DIP but
not the diminutive semantics, given that the base lexeme of the Ptg. form (argola) is not
part of the DIP lexicon. Other words with a similar ending but no productive diminutive
contrast include galiN6 `chicken', saldiN `sardine', kuziN `kitchen' and subriN `nephew/niece'.

8.2.2 The su�x -sãw

The su�x -sãw, present in various words of Portuguese origin such as for example purs@sãw
`procession' [from Ptg. procissão `procession'] and el@sãw/eleysãw `election' [from Ptg.
eleição `election'], sometimes occurs in combinations unattested in Portuguese. One exam-
ple is kuziNsãw, in which the su�x attaches to the root kuziN-, present in the verb kuziNa
`to cook' and the noun kuziN `kitchen':

(332) faz-e
make-INF

trabay,
work

kuziN-sãw.
cook-sãw

`To do (all the) work, (all the) cooking.'

6The Portuguese etymon itself, galinha `chicken', does not carry diminutive semantics, instead pro-
ducing a gender distinction with galo `rooster'. No diminutive semantics is evident from the Ptg. words
sobrinho/sobrinha `nephew/niece' and cozinha `kitchen' either.
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In tune with the function of the su�x elsewhere (including in Portuguese), -sãw has a
nominalising function.

8.2.3 The su�x -m

The su�x -m is still used, in what can be described as acrolectal DIP, to derive ordinals
from cardinal numerals. Its use and productivity are fully described in 8.4.2.

8.2.4 Crystallised su�xes

Whereas su�xes -iN and -sãw, described above, raise questions concerning their productiv-
ity in modern DIP, other etymological derivational su�xes appear entirely unproductive.
One of these is the su�x -er, from the Ptg. su�x -eiro/eira used to derive nouns (seman-
tically agents or producers) from nouns. In DIP, this former su�x features in the name
of various professions (e.g. �ifermer `nurse', kuziNer `cook'), characteristics (e.g. patrater
`show-o�' [from Classical Portuguese7 patarateiro `pretentious person']) and plants (e.g.
kuker `coconut tree', jaker `jackfruit tree', mãger `mango tree'). Because this su�x is no
longer productive, speakers resort to an analytical rather than su�xal strategy when in
need of deriving new fruit-tree names: e.g. papay `papaya' > arv d@ papay `papaya tree'.

Likewise, the etymological su�x -ãw (not to be mistaken for -sãw, see 8.2.2) - from the
su�x -ão used in Portuguese as an augmentative - is not productive in DIP. Nonetheless,
among the various DIP words ending in this sequence, a few were originally derived from
augmented Portuguese. etyma, including fakrãw `sabre' (from Ptg. facalhão, derived from
Ptg. faca `knife') and limãw `lemon' (from Ptg. limão, related to lima `lime').

8.2.5 Hypocoristics

Hypocoristics are de�ned as (often short) names derived from full proper names, used as
an informal form of address. In DIP, typical hypocoristics involve the reduction of the
full name and the application of the ending -u.8 Some examples are given below - no-
tice that the proper names are given in their o�cial orthography, while the corresponding
hypocoristic follows the DIP orthographic conventions set out in 5.5:

- Anita > Nitu
- Angelina > Ãju
- Fátima > Fatu
- Gilberto > Jibu

7I use the term Classical Portuguese, with Cuesta and Luz (1980) and Castro (1991), to refer to the
historical phase of the language spanning the period between the 16th and the 18th centuries; the date
signalling the start of the Classical period is taken by several scholars to be 1536, when Fernão de Oliveira's
Grammatica da lingoagem portuguesa (the �rst grammar of the Portuguese language) was published. See
also Silva (1989, 1991), Teyssier (2001) and Cardeira (2005).

8A similar strategy is reported for both Korlai IP and Daman IP in Clements and Koontz-Garboden
(2002:213).
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- Severina > XEvu
- Virgilo > Vaju

There is one example of such a hypocoristic which does not derive from a person's name
but from an ethnic appelation: natives of Gujarat (i.e. Gujaratis) are often depreciatively
known as gajus. Less common alternatives involve the use of an -i ending, as in:

- Conchita > Kõchi

8.3 Compounding

The DIP lexicon contains a few endocentric compounds consisting of two nouns (e.g. bix-
kabel `[a type of pilose bug]', composed of bix `bug' and kabel `hair'; bix-fog `�re�y', com-
posed with fog `�re') or a noun and an adjective (e.g. bix-baboz `slug', composed of bix
`bug' and baboz9 `slimy') - notice that, in the latter case, the adjective appears after the
noun, which would be an unusual word order if this were a syntactic construct.

The peculiarity of these compounds is that they shun the use of the generic relator d@
(see also 7.4.3), which allows non-prototypical elements (like nouns) to modify a nominal
head.10 The availability of the generic relator strategy means that its products are by
de�nition syntactic constructs rather than lexicalised compounds. That is the case in the
following: bazar d@ pex `�sh market' (bazar `market' + pex `�sh'), rElOj d@ pared `wall clock'
(rElOj `watch/clock' + pared `wall'), bOs/mEr d@ vak `cow-dung' (bOs/mEr `dung' + vak
`cow'), mak d@ kustur `sewing-machine' (mak `machine' + kustur `sewing'), kalãw d@ mat
`earthen pot' (kalãw `pot' + mat `earthenware'), or prat d@ vid `glass dish' (prat `dish' +
vid `glass').

Some generic relator constructions, however, can be interpreted as lexicalised com-
pounds if a) the meaning of the construct is more speci�c than could be expected from a
run-of-the-mill attributive construct (e.g. bix-d@-tEr `earthworm', from bix `bug' and tEr
`earth'), or b) one of the components does not occur outside that particular construction
(such as kariN in kariN d@ liN `thread cylinder'11, with liN `thread').

9The term baboso/babosa was current in the 16th-century Portuguese spoken in India; the 1592 Tombo
de Diu (Pais 1592) refers to the aloe vera plant as erva babosa `slimy plant'.

10Adjectives do not occur in a generic relator construction, which reveals an interesting characteristic
of ethnonyms such as �idian `Indian' or purt@gez `Portuguese'. Whereas in several languages such words
can function simultaneously as nouns and adjectives (e.g. Eng. Indians and Indian women), in DIP these
are strictly nominal: although they are allowed in attributive position, they require the use of the generic
relator: �u paspOrt d@ �idian `an Indian passport', j�et d@ purt@gez `Portuguese people'.

11Portuguese has the compound carrinho de linhas `thread cylinder', both components of which (carrinho
`cart' and linha `thread') can stand on their own. It is likely that, despite the generic relator structure,
DIP acquired this compound as a lexical unit.
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8.4 Numbers

The DIP numeral paradigms (both cardinal and ordinal) show striking similarities with
those of Portuguese, but also signi�cant di�erences. As far as derivation is concerned, it is
interesting to see that the composite character of the Ptg. cardinal numerals 16 through
19 is annulled in DIP (see section 8.4.1) and also that a hesitant derivative su�x is seen to
derive ordinals from their corresponding cardinals (see 8.4.2). This section describes both
series in turn, starting with the cardinal numbers.

8.4.1 Cardinals

Cardinals are organised on a decimal scale, and they function as follows: below twenty,
each number has an underived label:12

1 - �u 11 - õz
2 - doy 12 - doz
3 - trey 13 - trez
4 - kwOt 14 - katOrz
5 - s�ik 15 - k�iz
6 - sey 16 - zasey
7 - sEt 17 - zasEt
8 - oyt 18 - zoyt
9 - nOv 19 - zanOv
10 - dez

After twenty (v�it), numbers become composite following the pattern `decade i number
[1 through 9]'; e.g. tr�it i doy `thirty-two', set�et i sEt `seventy-seven'. The decade labels
above ten are the following:

20 - v�it
30 - tr�it
40 - kwOr�et
50 - sikw�et
60 - sEs�et
70 - sEt�et
80 - oyt�et

12The similitude of the pairs 6/16, 7/17, 8/18 and 9/19 is surely not lost on the speakers of DIP, but it
would probably be abusive to interpret these as instances of morphological derivation considering that a)
the subset is very reduced; b) the derivation is by no means extensible to other pairs, i.e., not productive;
and c) part of the etymological material from Portuguese has been lost (Pt. dezasseis `sixteen', dezassete
`seventeen', dezoito `eighteen', dezanove `nineteen'), obscuring the fact that these forms were actually
composed of the root for `ten' (dez) plus the root of the numbers 6, 7, 8 and 9.
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90 - nov�et

The word for a hundred is s�e, which can optionally be modi�ed by �u `one'; the related
form s�et is a general label for hundreds in combination with any subsequent number; e.g.
(�u) s�e `a hundred', s�et i �u `a hundred and one'. Subsequent labels go as follows:13

200 - duz�et
300 - trey s�et
400 - kwOt s�et
500 - kiN�et
600 - sey s�et
700 - sEt s�et
800 - oyt s�et
900 - nOv s�et

The label for thousands is mil, which must be modi�ed by a number; e.g. �u mil `a
thousand', tr�it i s�ik mil `thirty-�ve thousand'. Both s�et and mil usually combine with �u
`one' but, when further material follows, �u may be left unexpressed; any other number in
combination with s�et or mil must be expressed; therefore, �u s�et i kwOr�et i doy or s�et i kwOr�et
i doy `a hundred and fourty-two', but necessarily oyt s�et i kwOr�et i doy `eight hundred and
fourty-two'; �u mil i trey s�et i doz or mil (i) trey s�et i doz `a thousand three hundred and
twelve', but necessarily sEt mil (i) trey s�et i doz `seven thousand three hundred and twelve'.

The most common label for a ten-thousand-strong unit is lak whereas a hundred-
thousand-unit is known as a kror14, both of which can be quanti�ed with resort to nu-
merals; e.g. nOv lak `nine lakh [i.e. ninety thousand]', doy kror `two crore [i.e. two hundred
thousand]'.

8.4.2 Ordinals

In comparison with the cardinal numerals, the ordinal series is rather unproductive and
uncommon. The most frequent ordinals in the corpus correspond to `�rst', `second' and
`third'. The following ordinals `fourth' through `sixth' were also either recorded or easily
elicited. The particularly high occurrence of these forms should not come as a surprise;
whereas pimer `�rst' doubles as a temporal adverb (see 6.3.3 above), the enhanced retriev-
ability of ordinals sig�ud `second', terser `third', kwOrt `fourth', k�it `�fth' and sest `sixth'
probably has to to do with the fact that these forms (slightly transformed in the case
of terser) feature in the names of weekdays `monday' through `friday' (see 8.5.2 for the
weekday paradigm). The forms in this small subset are largely suppletive. Some speakers

13One will notice that, with the exception of `two hundred' and `�ve hundred', all of these are perfectly
segmentable into a single numeral plus s�et, which raises the question whether or not these are compound
forms or simple attributive constructions. Phonology provides some clues as to the nature of such expres-
sions: whereas auditory stress is inconclusive (by virtue of its being so inconspicuous), the fact that the
vowels in sEt and nOv resist rising indicates they must be stressed (see 5.1.1) and therefore supports the
interpretation of these forms as the combination of two separate lexemes.

14These are standard labels in Indian languages, spelt lakh and crore in their o�cial latinised forms.
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rather hesitantly form further ordinals through the addition of the su�x -m to the required
numeral15: e.g. oyt `eight' > oytm `eighth'. These forms are extremely rare and perceived
as acrolectal. English numerals and ordinals have largely replaced their DIP counterparts
in the daily usage of DIP speakers.16

8.5 Temporal reference

This section is somewhat eclectic, covering purely lexicographic issues as well as the cog-
nitive representation of time and space, and the pragmatics of time reference. Temporal
reference being a constant in the communicative instances recorded, the aspects described
in this section are essential for proper interpretation of the corpus.

8.5.1 Temporal deixis

In addition to their spatial and discourse deictic role (see 6.5.4), the various demonstratives
are also used in temporal phrases. In this context, their semantics reveals a conception
of time in which the Present moment is seen as close at hand (and therefore indicated
with the proximal demonstrative es), the Past is construed as visible but distant (using
the distal ik@l) and the Future falls outside the temporal deictic space (making use of the
absentive ot(r)). This is exempli�ed in (333):

(333) a. es
DEMp

an
year

elz
3p

ain
still

nã
NEGcl

vey.
come.PST

`This year they haven't come yet.'

b. ik@l
DEMd

an
year

tiN
EXS.PST

muyt
much

chuv.
rain

`Last year there was a lot of rain.'

c. yo
1s

a
IRR.NPST

vi
come.INF

otr
other

an.
year

15See also section 8.2.3. The su�xes -imo and -ima are indeed involved in the construction of certain
ordinals in Portuguese, but they are highly selective and usually trigger changes in the preceding stem as
well (such as in the case of cem `hundred' /centésimo `hundredth').

16The preference for English numerals and ordinals instead of earlier systems is to be observed in spoken
Gujarati as well, as also in other Indian languages. In Gujarat, it is not uncommon to hear English numerals
inserted into an otherwise entirely Gujarati utterance for the indication of prices, age or telephone contacts.
In this respect, then, DIP has in the recent past followed a borrowing trend that is regional (or even
national) rather than innovative. On the other hand, the spread of English numerals (and lexicon) must
be a relatively recent phenomenon among the IP varieties of Diu and Daman, accompanying the crescent
interest of the educational system of India in this language; an observer reported, in 1987, that the speakers
of Daman IP often replaced Portuguese-derived numerals (as well as lexical labels of family relations,
interjections and formulas) with their Gujarati (rather than English) equivalents (Matos 1987:332-335).
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`I will come back next year.'

Notice that the primary interpretation of such time expressions (unless overruled by
contextual information) is �xed: ik@l + X refers to the last occurrence of X, and ot(r) + Y
refers to the next occurrence of Y. Days have speci�c labels with reference to the moment
of the utterance, viz. oj `today', õt `yesterday' and amiNã `tomorrow'.

In order to refer to di�erent periods of time, DIP makes use of a construction which
could be literally translated as `after X years/months/. . . '. In (334a), the moment of ref-
erence is the deictic moment of utterance, whereas in (334b) the discourse time is placed
in the past:

(334) a. yo
1s

ad
IRR.NPST

vi
come.INF

voltad
return.PTCP

d@p@y
after

d@
of

doy
two

trey
three

an.
year

`I'll come back in two or three years.'

b. crocodile
crocodile

dis
say.PST

use
2

vay,
go.NPST

d@p@y
after

d@
of

trey
three

di
day

use
2

v�ey
come.NPST

volta-d.
return-PTCP

`The crocodile said: "Go and come back in three days".'

8.5.2 Days

The DIP word for `day' is di [from Ptg. dia `day'], and sEman [from Ptg. semana `week']
refers to a week. The names of weekdays in DIP are as follows:

- dum�ig `sunday' [from Ptg. domingo `sunday']
- sig�ud fer `monday' [from Ptg. segunda-feira `monday']
- ters fer `tuesday' [from Ptg. terça-feira `tuesday']
- kwOrt fer `wednesday' [from Ptg. quarta-feira `wednesday']
- k�it fer `thursday' [from Ptg. quinta-feira `thursday']
- sest fer `friday' [from Ptg. sexta-feira `friday']
- sab(d) `saturday' [from Ptg. sábado `saturday']

With respect to the weekday paradigm, DIP follows very closely the Portuguese model,
which uses compound labels for all days other than `saturday' and `sunday' combining an
ordinal and the noun feira `fair/market'. For the role of ordinals in the DIP weekdays, see
8.4.2. English weekday names substitute for this Portuguese-derived paradigm very often
in actual speech.
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8.5.3 Months and seasons

The DIP word for `month' is mes [from Ptg. mês `month'], and that for `year' is an [from
Ptg. ano `year']. Like weekdays, speakers of DIP tend to use a Portuguese-derived set of
labels for the various months, although their English equivalents are very common. The
Portuguese-based paradigm is given below:

- janer `january' [from Ptg. janeiro `january']
- fEvrer/fEvirer `february' [from Ptg. fevereiro `february']
- mars `march' [from Ptg. março `march']
- abril `april' [from Ptg. abril `april']
- may `may' [from Ptg. maio `may']
- juN `june' [from Ptg. junho `june']
- juy `july' [from Ptg. julho `july']
- agos `august' [from Ptg. agosto `august']
- sEtem(b) `september' [from Ptg. setembro `september']
- otub `october' [from Ptg. outubro `october']
- nOvem(b) `november' [from Ptg. novembro `november']
- dEzem(b) `december' [from Ptg. dezembro `december']

The three local seasons of the year are referred to as follows:

- chuv [Lit. `rain'] or �iver `rainy season/monsoon' [from Ptg. chuva `rain' and inverno
`winter']

- fri [Lit. `cold'] or t�ep d@ fri [Lit. `time of cold'] `winter' [from Ptg. (tempo do) frio
`cold (season)']

- kalor [Lit. `heat'] `summer' [from Ptg. calor `heat']

8.5.4 Telling time

The DIP questions used to elicit information of clock time are given in (335); of the two
formulations, (335a) is the most common:

(335) a. kwõt
how.much

Or
hour

(j@)
already

�k-o?
become-PST

`What time is it?' [Lit. `How many hours have become?']

a. kwõt
how.much

Or
hour

E?
COPi.NPST

`What time is it?'

The reply is usually rather straightforward, consisting of the coordination of the �gure
for the hours (optionally followed by Or `hour') and the �gure for the minutes (optionally
followed by minut `minute'). Therefore, for instance, kwOt i doy `four hours and two
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minutes', or s�ik Or i v�it i doy `�ve hours and twenty-two minutes'. Special labels include
midi `midday' and menoyt `midnight' (both equivalent to doz Or `twelve hours'), and also
me/mey `half' for a thirty minute �gure (e.g. dEz i me `half past ten').

Some numerals, behave somewhat di�erently in such contexts, suggesting a certain de-
gree of crystallisation. This refers particularly to those numerals whose etymons contain a
�nal sibilant segment, which in DIP is usually not realised except in these constructions.
Therefore, duz i me and not *doy i me `half past two', also duz Or and not *doy Or `two
o'clock'17, also trez Or and not *trey Or `three o'clock'.

8.6 Semantic �elds

This section explores the characteristics of four semantic �elds, self-contained case studies
which reveal various important etymological links, semantic patterns, and processes shap-
ing the lexicon of DIP. The semantic �elds under analysis are lexemes denoting human
categories, including family relations (section 8.6.1), colours (in section 8.6.2), animals
(section 8.6.3) and toponyms (in section 8.6.4).

8.6.1 Human referents

The lexicon referring to human categories and human relations is the only one that con-
sistently (though not universally) features lexicalised gender distinctions in DIP, re�ecting
natural gender. The pairs below are very common in DIP:

- avo `grandfather' vs. avziN `grandmother' [from Ptg. avô `grandfather' and av- +
-inha `grandparent + DIM respectively; see 8.2.1']

- baba `infant boy' vs. bai18 `infant girl' [attributed by Dalgado (1900) to common
Indo-Aryan terms]19

- irmãw `brother' vs. irmã `sister' [from Ptg. irmão `brother' and irmã `sister' respec-
tively]

- marid `husband' vs. muyEr `wife' [from Ptg. marido `husband' and mulher `woman'
respectively]

- nEt `grandson' vs. nitiN `granddaughter' [from Ptg. neto `grandson' and net- + -inha
`grandchild + DIM' respectively; see 8.2.1]

- Om `man' vs. muyEr `woman' [from Ptg. homem `man' and mulher `woman' respec-
tively]

17In the case of duz, the explanation for the di�erence observed in clock time expressions involves the
fact that, in Portuguese, the cognate numeral in�ects for gender: Ptg. dois `two [m.]', duas `two [f.]'. In
similar time expressions, it is the feminine form to occur given that hora `hour' is feminine. It seems,
therefore, that DIP has crystallised this form in clock time expressions, given that this form of the numeral
never occurs elsewhere.

18Instances of both baba (or babá) and bai (or bahi) are recorded in Schuchardt (1883) and Quadros
(1907:192�).

19Widely used in Konkani, as reported by Furtad (see 1999); see also 8.7.2.
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- papa `older family relation' [m, respectful] vs. mama `older family relation' [f, respect-
ful] [unclear origin]

- pay `father' vs. mãy `mother' [from Ptg. pai `father' and mãe `mother' respectively]
- rapaz `boy' vs. rap(@)rig `girl' [from Ptg. rapaz `boy' and rapariga `girl' respectively]
- siNor `Mr.' vs. don `Mrs.' [from Ptg. senhor `Mr.' and dona `Mrs.' respectively]
- uncle `older man' vs. auntie `older woman' [from Eng.]

Other frequent members of the subset do not formalise a gender distinction or enter a
gender opposition. These include:

- kuNad `brother/sister-in-law' [from Ptg. cunhado `brother-in-law' or cunhada `daughter-
in-law']

- �l `son/daughter' [from Ptg. �lho `son' or �lha `daughter']
- noiv `�ancé/e' [from Ptg. noivo `�ancé' or noiva `�ancée']
- prim `cousin' [from Ptg. primo `cousin [m.]' or prima `cousin [f.]']
- subriN `nephew/niece' [from Ptg. sobrinho `nephew' or sobrinha `niece']
- tEtE `auntie' [unclear origin]
- ti `uncle/aunt' [from Ptg. tio `uncle' or tia `aunt']

8.6.2 Colours

Colours are an interesting subset of the lexicon in that, even though most words are de-
rived from Portuguese etyma, it features some innovations based on the local context. The
following are clearly derived from Portuguese lexemes:

- amrEl `yellow' [from Ptg. amarelo `yellow']
- azul `blue' [from Ptg. azul `blue']
- brãk `white' [from Ptg. branco `white']
- larãj `orange' [from Ptg. laranja `orange']
- pret `black' [from Ptg. preto `black']
- (kod)roz `pink' [from Ptg. (cor de) rosa `pink']
- verd `green' [from Ptg. verde `green']
- vErmey `red' [from Ptg. vermelho `red']

The following colours depart from the Portuguese model:

- kafE `brown' [from DIP kafE `co�ee']
- jamlãw `purple' [from DIP jamlãw `jamun']

The semantic extension kafE and jamlãw is modelled on Gujarati, which uses the equiv-
alent of `co�ee' to refer to (dark) brown colour and jambli `jamun' for `purple'. We are
dealing with calques rather than borrowings, given that the DIP forms di�er from their
Gujarati counterparts, even though they show certain similarities: kafE is derived from
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Ptg. café `co�ee', and the -ãw ending in jamlãw also reveals a Portuguese source.20

8.6.3 Animals

This section provides only a small sample of the vast lexicon of DIP linked with animal
referents. It is my intention to highlight that this subset of the lexicon (as well as other
semantic �elds such as food, plants or household objects) features a number of di�erent
sources. To introduce this semantic �eld, I will provide some generic (hypernymic) lexemes:

- animal `animal' [from Ptg. animal `animal']
- bix `bug' [from Ptg. bicho `animal']
- pas(r) `bird' [from Ptg. pássaro `bird']
- pex `�sh' [from Ptg. peixe `�sh']

It is not uncommon for competing forms from di�erent sources to be used frequently.
We therefore �nd that Portuguese-derived liãw `lion' and English lion are both well rep-
resented in the corpus, as are Portuguese-derived pavãw `peacock' and English peacock.
All in all, however, Portuguese-derived terms are still dominant. One interesting subset of
this semantic group consists of items derived from Portguese etyma which were common
in Classical Portuguese but have disappeared from the active lexicon of modern SP (see
also 8.7.1). Those include the nouns below:

- adiv `fox, jackal' [from Classical Ptg. adive or adibe `jackal']
- mãduk `frog' [from Classical Ptg. manduco `frog']

Other nouns, such as the following, are derived from Portuguese etyma still in present-
day SP:

- bur `donkey' [from Ptg. burro `donkey']
- gray `crow' [from Ptg. gralha `[a type of] crow']
- kar�egej `crab' [from Ptg. caranguejo `crab']
- kasãw `shark�sh' [from Ptg. cação `[small] shark']
- muskit `mosquito' [from Ptg. mosquito `mosquito']
- pavãw `peacock' [from Ptg. pavão `peacock']
- pork `pig' [from Ptg. porco `pig']

A crucial observation is that part of the DIP lexicon is not derived from Gujarati et-
yma but from Konkani (the Indo-Aryan language of Goa and some pockets on the Kanara
Coast) lexemes - the signi�cance of this fact is explored in 8.7.2. Examples include:

20The jamun fruit, endemic to India and transplanted to Mozambique and Brazil, is known in Portuguese
as jambolão or jamelão. They are called jambolões in Orta (1563). With respect to the crops of Goa, Daman
and Diu, Bragança Pereira (1940:150) identi�es the jamboleiro, described as a `árvore de fruto, de cujos
frutos se faz vinho' [a fruit tree from whose fruits one can make wine].
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- bumli `Bombay Duck' [from Konk. bombil or bomble `Bombay Duck']
- chani `squirrel' [from Konk. chani(m) `squirrel']
- chich�udri `mouse' [from Konk. chichandor `mouse']
- gãdil `wasp/bee' [from Konk. ganzil `honeybee']

Finally, some animal names are clear English loans, and not always phonologically
adapted to what is determined in chapter 5 to be the core phonology of DIP lexemes:

- crocodile
- crow
- lion
- tortoise

8.6.4 Toponyms

For proper interpretation of this section, refer to the maps in chapters 1 and 3. Toponyms
in DIP have not fully integrated with the o�cial names of places in Gujarati, therefore
retaining to a large extent previous appelations from the period of Portuguese colonial rule.
For instance, while the village the Portuguese called Brancavará is now o�cially known as
Vanakbara, DIP retains the form Brãkavara. Similarly, the Diuese enclave known today as
Simar is known to the speakers of DIP as S�ibor (Simbor for the Portuguese). The village
of Goghla is known in DIP as Gogla, with no aspiration of the plosive segment. On the
other hand, the erstwhile Portuguese toponym Podamo has not survived in modern DIP,
as all speakers refer to the village as Fudam after its new o�cial name. Other toponyms
on the island include Buxvara (as opposed to the modern name Bucherwara), for which
the Portuguese used Buxinvará.

Diu Town is known simply as Diw in DIP, although it can be distinguished from the re-
mainder of the island with the epithet pras [from Ptg. praça, used in Classical Portuguese to
refer to a colonial stronghold]. The urban area surrounding the churches, nowadays known
in general as Firangiwara [from Guj. �rangi `foreigner' and wada, a common element in
toponyms] can also be known among the speakers of DIP as bar d@ kristãw `neighbourhood
of the Christians'. In DIP, the coastal stretch in the city centre is variably referred to as
bãd@r [from Guj. bund@r `port'] or pray `beach' (even though no beach presently exists).
Outside the city, the two spots which allow for safe crossing onto the mainland retain their
Portuguese names in DIP: pas sek [from Classical Portuguese passo `ford' and sêco `dry']
and pas kov [from Ptg. passo and côvo `deep'].21

Within the city, the main fort is still known as kastEl `castle' [the o�cial nomenclature
in Classical Portuguese] and the sea fortress (known in Gujarati as Panikota `water fort')

21As recorded in Bragança Pereira (1940:22), in his description of the territory of Diu: `banhada ao Sul
pelo Gôlfo da Arábia e separada do continente por um braço de mar que constitui o pôrto com as suas
duas barras, uma em frente da fortaleza e a outra em Brancavará. O esteiro, nas Marés baixas dá vau em
dois pontos: Passo Sêco e Passo Côvo.' [bathed on the south by the Arabian Gulf and separated from the
continent by an inlet constituting the port with its two anchorages, one in front of the fortress and the
other in Brancavará. During low Tide, the river can be vaulted at two spots: Passo Sêco and Passo Côvo].
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is called furtiN dE mar or fOrt dE mar. The city gates also retain their Portuguese names:
POrt d@ kãp `Door of the �elds' and POrt d@ fOr `Outer Door' (see Map 3.2 in section 3.1).

In the immediate vicinity of the territory, the closest towns are known to the speakers of
DIP by their Gujarati names: e.g. Una, Verav@l, Kohinar (see chapter 3, the map in Figure
3.1). Further a�eld, four toponyms of particular relevance for the Catholics of Diu retain
forms derived from their Portuguese counterparts: Damãw22 `Daman' [Ptg. Damão], Bom@�i
`Mumbai/Bombay' [Ptg. Bombaim], Go `Goa' [Ptg. Goa] and Silvas `Silvassa'23 [Ptg. Sil-
vassa]. Several locations in Goa are also referred to with Portuguese-derived names, as
they are in Goan Portuguese: e.g. Pãj�i `Panaji' [Ptg. Pangim], Margãw `Madgaon' [Ptg.
Margão]. The most common toponyms referring to the territory of Portugal are purt@gal
`Portugal' and lisbo `Lisbon' [Ptg. Lisboa].

8.7 Notes on etymology

This section does not intend to ascertain the full etymological ancestry of the DIP lexicon,
but simply to expand on two interesting points revealed in the previous study of particular
semantic �elds. The �rst of these is the fact that DIP preserves various words derived from
etyma which have become archaisms in modern European Portuguese; this is dealt with
in section 8.7.1. Section 8.7.2 accounts for the observed Konkani element, while sections
8.7.3 and 8.7.4 explore various means by which Gujarati helped shape the lexicon of DIP.

8.7.1 Portuguese archaisms

Apart from the words adiv `fox, jackal' and mãduk given in section 8.6.3 (from Classical
Ptg. adive/adibe `jackal' and manduco `frog' respectively), the recorded lexicon of DIP
contains various other words which were current in Classical Portuguese but became ar-
chaisms in Modern Portuguese. These include:

- alpak `sandal, slipper' [from Classical Ptg. alparca `sandal']
- ar@ma `to hit' [from Classical Ptg. arrimar `to hit, to beat, to lean against']
- chumas `pillow' [from Classical Ptg. chumaço `pillow']
- kavok `cave, hole' [from Classical Ptg. cavouco `cave']
- patrater `pompous' [from Classical Ptg. patarateiro `pompous']
- mu�n `avaricious, sad' [from Classical Ptg. mu�no `avaricious, sad']
- s�ubrer `umbrella' [from Classical Ptg. sombreiro `umbrella']

Another conspicuous semantic distinction between Classical Portuguese (as well as di-
alectal Portuguese in rural environments) and modern standard Portuguese concerns the

22In DIP, as in Daman IP, the two forti�ed areas of Daman town are known as Damãw Gran `Big Daman'
[Ptg. Damão Grande] and Damãw Piken [Ptg. Damão Pequeno] `Small Daman', where Gujarati uses the
semantically equivalent Moti Daman and Nani Daman respectively.

23The main town in Dadra and Nagar-Haveli, the two enclaves now integrating the Union Territory of
Daman, Diu, Dadra and Nagar-Haveli - see chapter 1.
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names of the daily meals. In Classical Portuguese almoço was the morning meal (`break-
fast'), jantar referred to the midday meal (`lunch') and ceia was the evening meal (`dinner').
In time, with the change of eating habits, the term pequeno-almoço was introduced to sig-
nify `breakfast', almoço became `lunch', jantar became `dinner' and ceia was reserved for
irregular, late evening meals. The DIP words derived from these etyma retain a semantic
value closer to the archaic Portuguese system: DIP almos `breakfast', jãtar `lunch' and sey
`dinner'.

The retention of Portuguese archaisms in DIP is highly signi�cant but not unexpected.
It indicates that, for all the change DIP must have undergone throughout its history, at
least part of its lexicon was established early on and was not replaced with the modern
alternatives of SP. See section 9.7.2 for a discussion of the theoretical signi�cance of the fact.

8.7.2 The Konkani element

As shown in previous sections, there is a signi�cant Konkani element which permeates the
DIP lexicon. Apart from the human categories and animal nouns described in 8.6.1 and
8.6.3 respectively, there are several other points of contact between the two languages. For
instance, the DIP expression tok bok [Lit. `touch mouth'], which refers to a `small snack'
or a `meal' is also used in Goan Portuguese (toca-bocca) and it is traced back by Dalgado
(1900) to the Konkani translational equivalent tondák l	avunchem.

This fact is highly signi�cant; given that all native speakers of DIP are �uent speakers
of Gujarati, and only a minority have any signi�cant knowledge of Konkani, it seems odd
that they should rely on Konkani-derived (rather than Gujarati-derived) lexemes to this
extent. On the other hand, one must be aware of the long-standing cultural, social and
even political connection between Diu and Goa (see chapter 3).

There are two possible scenarios to account for the Konkani element in DIP, which I
will succintly present below:

- The �rst scenario posits that Konkani-derived lexemes may have been part of the
DIP lexicon from its very inception, given that Goa became, even before the colonisation
of Diu, the headquarters of the Portuguese e�orts in the region and the great population
platform of the Estado da Índia (providing slaves, o�cials, military, missionaries and set-
tlers to the remaining Portuguese possessions). There is a body of lexemes found across
the various discrete Indo-Portuguese varieties, and even other Portuguese-lexi�ed creoles
of Asia,24 constituting a sort of common Asian-Portuguese vocabulary, to which Konkani
is likely to have contributed signi�cantly. Unfortunately, the application of this hypothesis
to Diu cannot be veri�ed in the absence of early records of DIP.

- The second explanation ties in with the fact that, until very recently, SP - albeit with
some peculiarities including certain Konkani-derived lexemes (see Dalgado 1900) - was rel-

24Some examples include ap/apa `�atbread' originally from Tamil appam (Dalgado 1913); bibik/bebinca
`[a layered cake]', of unknown origin; jag/jagra `jaggery', originally from Konk. s	akar or Sanskrit xarkar	a
(Dalgado 1900); jak/jaca `jackfruit', originally from Mallayalam. chakka (Dalgado 1913); mat/mate `earth-
enware, clay', originally from Prakrit m	ati or Sanskrit mrittiká (Dalgado 1900); maynat/maynato `clothes'
washer', originally from Mallayalam man

˙
n
˙
atán (Dalgado 1913).
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atively widely used in Goa. It is therefore possible that Konkani lexemes were transferred
onto DIP through Goan Portuguese (the language spoken by many o�cials and clergy in
Diu in the recent past) rather than directly from Konkani. This suggests that in fact the
modern norm (the privileged source of lexemes among native speakers of DIP) may well
be the Portuguese of Goa and not necessarily that of Europe.

Any of these explanations would be su�cient on its own, but in truth they are not
mutually exclusive. Historical data (see section 3.3) does con�rm the realisation that Goa,
and Konkani speakers, have continuously played an important role in Diuese society, in
the 16th century as much as the 21st (see 3.3).

8.7.3 The lexical contribution of Gujarati

Gujarati, unsurprisingly, is an important source of lexical material for the core vocabulary
of DIP. Apart from various lexemes mentioned earlier (e.g. av�u `so, thus', bãd@r `port'
giligili `tickle', chipia/chipio `tweezers', kanjus `avaricious, miser'), various other common
DIP words are borrowed from Gujarati, in particular those referring to local entities and
concepts. Some examples recorded in the corpus include:

- baj@ri `millet' [from Guj. bajri `millet']
- boro `sweet dish with coconut' [from Guj. bolo `sweet dish']
- bud `ghost' [from Guj. budh `ghost']
- chalu `functioning, on' [from Guj. chalu `functioning, on']
- dal `lentils' [from Guj. dal `lentils']
- mãdir `Hindu temple' [from Guj. mandir `Hindu temple']
- majid `mosque' [from Guj. masjid `mosque']

Certain functional items have also been borrowed into DIP, often carrying over their
original functional load. One case in point is the DIP requestative particle n@, which is
entirely equivalent, in formal as well as functional terms, to the Gujarati element n@. The
functions of this particle in Gujarati are described as follows:

- in Imperatives: in Gujarati, the apposition of n@ to an imperative verb results in a
more respectful and yet more insistent request - e.g. bes! `sit down' vs. bes n@! `do sit
down';

- in Interrogatives: added to clause which is formally equal to an a�rmative, n@ results
in a polar question (i.e. yes/no question) which expects con�rmation and may be entirely
rhetorical;

- Pragmatic marker: n@ is often used to ascertain the identi�ability of an element in-
troduced to discourse, in a construction of the type: X n@, DEMX V.

A comparison between the various uses of n@ in Gujarati and DIP (described in sections
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7.6.2.2 and 7.6.3.1) reveals a complete overlap. This leaves no doubt that Gujarati is the
source of the requestative particle in DIP, even though one might entertain the possibility
that it had derived from the common Portuguese tag não é > né `isn't it'.

8.7.4 The semantic in�uence of Gujarati

In the previous section, we have seen instances of direct lexical contribution from Gujarati,
but there is another mechanism through which Gujarati has left a strong imprint in the
lexicon of DIP. In many cases, the semantic scope of elements derived from di�erent sources
(chie�y from Portuguese) was extended or reduced to �t Gujarati patterns.

We have already discussed, in 8.1.3, the cases of DIP pE and mãw, which refer to
`foot/leg' and `hand/arm' respectively in tune with Gujarati. We also discussed the se-
mantic scope of the DIP verb �ka, which ranges from `to stay' to `to dwell' and `to become'.
The range of meaning of this verb owes as much to Portuguese - in which �car has the
meanings `to stay' and `to become' - as to Gujarati - in which rahev�u means both `to stay'
and `to dwell' (Masica 1991:391).

A striking example of the Gujarati semantic in�uence refers to the partial reinterpreta-
tion of the (former) DIP diminutive su�x -iN as a gender marker (see 8.2.1). In Gujarati,
the three genders may code semantic di�erences of size and coarseness when applied to
inanimates. Masculine-in�ected nouns are expected to refer to large objects while feminine-
in�ected nouns refer to smaller entities - e�ectively resulting in a diminutive construction.
Neuter nouns can refer to unusually large and/or coarse objects, normally with a pejora-
tive sense. Consider the following examples, given in Cardona (1965), Cardona and Suthar
(2003) and graphed here accordingly:25

- rot
˙
lo `thick bread' vs. rot

˙
li `rot

˙
	i (bread)' vs. rot

˙
l�u `coarse bread (pejorative)'

- c@mco `large spoon' vs. c@mci `teaspoon'
- g@l

˙
n
˙
i `tea strainer' vs. g@l

˙
n
˙
�u `�ltering cloth'

- nOkri `job, service' vs. nOkr�u `job that is looked down upon'

The use of feminine su�xes with diminutive semantics is observed across the Indo-
Aryan language family (Masica 1991:77-78). This superimposition of feminine and diminu-
tive semantics helps to explain the general reinterpretation of the Portuguese diminutive
su�x -inho/inha observed in DIP as well as other Indo-Portuguese varieties.26 In DIP, -iN
marks the feminine-gender element in such natural gender pairs as nEt `grandson' vs. nitiN
`granddaughter', avo `grandfather' vs. avziN `grandmother'.

25In Gujarati, the typical masculine gender su�x is -o, while feminine is marked with -i and neuter with
-�u. See 9.2.1 for further information.

26In his study of the Norteiro (Bombay area) variety of Indo-Portuguese, Dalgado (1906) also reported
the feminine reading of certain seemingly diminutive forms, such as noivinho `bride'.
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